
Name Room#/Location Campus Comments Area

Joanne Johnson 296 EGF Software to input passwords and to be able to view the desktops of all 20 computers from the Admin station. One more camera for two stations that don't have one right now. Technology

Ellen Brehmer 580 EGF I want to Thank Technology very much. They do a tremendous job of keeping everything going and keeping me from throwing out the computer when it's not actin right. Technology

Sherry Lindquist 250 EGF
A LAN connection for the instructor would be nice, as wireless sometimes doesn't work well in that room. Also, the connector for the projector could be longer--I like to teach on the left side of the 

room (facing the class), and I end up closer to the center because the cord does not reach. That means I block the screen sometimes. Facility/Technolgy

Sue Field varies EGF
Our AD nursing program would like to go to online testing but we do not have a room that has the capability for plug ins for laptops. We typically have 30 students in a class and need classroom 

space with plugins for Mondays and wEdnesdays. Thanks, Sue Facilities

Unknown 305 and 570 EGF LCD projectors and screens installed in these locations would be very helpful in lab instruction and demonstrations for lab classes. Technology

Erin Almlile 250 EGF There need to be white boards in places that the overhead screen does NOT cover. Facilities

Nicolas A. Thompson 113 EGF
The wireless network seems to not work in my office. Not a big deal for me because I am able to connect by wire access. Students seem to have trouble though if they are trying to

 show me something on their own computers. Technology

Jennifer Sundberg IT Dept EGF Would like to purchase 2 touchscreen kiosks to further promote Grouplink Tickets. One located either inside or outside the IT Department and one centrally located in the college for easy access. Technology

Paul Gibree 238 EGF A simulator and or a bigger parking lot to practice truck driving training. Facilities

Scott Foss Server Room EGF
As we are adding more servers than we had anticipated a few years ago, it would be nice to take a good look at not only power consumption and power requirements, but also ventilation/circulation 

and cooling. It might be as easy as using a temp probe and seeing their current air flow and re-arranging items to maximize existing cooling, or determining if additional cooling will be required.
Facilities

Scott Foss Data Closet 307 EGF

While planning for the remodeling project and creation of the 301 data closet, I never thought we would have enough equipment in there to generate a potential heating/cooling concern. Which 

factored into the decision of not seeing a need for any dedicated cooling requirements. With the number of switches that are currently in the closet, and a few DVR's. The room does climb in 

temperature after the building's cooling shuts down each evening and weekend. During the weekday, average temps are in the high 60's to low 70's which is perfect. After hours it creeps up to mid 

to high 80's, with a few times reaching 90. I need to do a little more research to see how this may or may not affect the switches. I don't know what fire code would be like if it was possible to add 

some type of exhaust fan to vent hot air into another air space when the temps do run high. Facilities

Patrick Amiot 123 EGF
The technology and facilities staff does a great job! We have the cleanest campus I have ever seen. The IT staff is always helping me in a very timely manner. I need a printer in my office. Thank You!

Technology

Maureen O'Connell Student Services 118 EGF

I've heard students say they would like more clocks around the building and in the Commons area. I would like easier password uniformity for all the passwords we need for our programs. 

Some rectangular tables in the Commons for students would be helpfull. Facilities

Joel Ziegler 651 TRF Needed a projector to use in the welding shop, Jen got me set up. Technology

Sue Field 601 TRF WE would like to go to laptop testing but we need this room to be wired for computer plug ins in order to implement this. Facilities

Juan Barrios Lab 603 TRF Lab 603 to be replaced as it is nothing but problems in there daily with those newer gateway computers. Technology

DeLoris Larson 604 TRF None at this time.

Lynell Wayne 205 TRF When giving assessments in Room 603 we seems to have a lot of problems with the computers. It would be nice to have different computers in that lab. Thanks. Technology

Lisa Bottem Student Services TRF One or 2 computer kiosks for registration functions such as drop, add, withdraw w/in the student services suite area. Facilities/Technology

Cynthia Jorstad Library TRF

PHOTOCOPIER The pay-per-page photocopier in the back of the library is dying a slow death. The last time a repair person was here to work on it, he said they can't get parts 

for that machine anymore. The copier belongs to IT, and they may want to consider getting another one. Whether a new one would be in the library or not, I don't care. 

A copier that has the duplex option would be nice, we get that request alot. PAINTING It would be really nice if 217 and 255 A, B, C, and D could get repainted this summer, 

they are all really showing some wear. Something in an ivory/biege would be really nice. KEYED LOCKS on 255 A, B and C I would like to explore the possibility of putting keyed 

locks on the study rooms. I am probably going to initiate some sort of sign-in system for the study rooms in the fall, so we can better control the 2 hour limit occupancy policy. 

It would be helpful to have a key students need to get at the desk, thus requiring that they sign in. This is standard procedure for most study rooms at academic libraries. Facilities/Technology

Jennifer Sundberg 617 TRF Would like to purchase 2 touchscreen kiosks to further promote Grouplink Tickets. One located either inside or outside the IT Department and one centrally located in the college for easy access. Technology

Jennifer Sundberg IT Dept TRF Would like to purchase a portable kiosk for COLLEGE surveys; to promote and create easy access to submit surveys. Technology

Kathy Huschle biology lab TRF
Consolidate and clean up the wiring on the computer stations in the lab. I believe the faculty computer station needs to be set up for printing. Biology prep room computer needs some work 

done (updates) and set up for printing Technology

Dan Edman airport rm 11 TRF Computer extreamly slow in both airport room #11 and in Construction elect lab area. Printer in Lab area not responding to print. Technology

Linda Samuelson Music Suite TRF
I would like to set up a Mac lab for digital music. I did purchase a computer last year, and I may have secured equipment funds for 2 more, but ideally I would like a total of 5 Mac desktop computers. 

So, I am hoping for 2 more (at $1800 a piece) as well as the software that we are learning which is $500 per computer. A grand total of$4600. Technology
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Linda Samuelson 401 and 403 TRF I would like to see 401 and 403 become 3 practice rooms instead of the current 2. Students need to have more access to private practice spaces. Facilities

Linda Samuelson 401 and new room TRF

I would like to move Vanessa out of room 401 so students can reclaim the private practice space. Ideally, Vanessa should be moved into the storage room that is currently accessed through the 

theater. We are asking to add a doorway into the music suite hallway and then have John\'s equipment moved out and Vanessa\'s current office furniture moved in. John had agreed to this at 

one time, I do not know if anything has changed in the past 9 months with regards to his feelings. As Vanessa teaches her lessons from her office (over 20 student credits a semester, a total of 

over 10 hours)she should have a larger space to maintain some semblance of personal space and boundaries. The room could be put to better use. Facilities

Holly Deschene 211 TRF Would like to get 6 "new" or "newer" profile computers for the Online Student Testing Center. The current ones are not reliable and often need re-imaging or HD and Power Supply crashes. Technology

Holly Deschene College-Wide TRF

College-Wide license for Respondus Lock Down Browser. Cost for the next year is $2246. MNSCU is no longer going to pay for this for the colleges. We use this in both Testing Centers on Both 

Campuses and instructors use it as well to aid in Online Course test integrity. Technology

Holly Deschene 211 TRF

6 new adjustable office chairs for the Online Student Testing Center room. The current chairs are very hard to get to go up and down. Sometimes they stay all the way down which is not good 

when students are testing and can not reach the counter very well. Thanks! Facilities

Scott Foss Server Room TRF
As we are adding more servers than we had anticipated a few years ago, it would be nice to take a good look at not only power consumption and power requirements, but also ventilation/circulation 

and cooling. It might be as easy as using a temp probe and seeing their current air flow and re-arranging items to maximize existing cooling, or determining if additional cooling will be required.
Facilitie

Mark A. Johnson

Norm Halsa
729/723/721 TRF

Technology 729 and 723 Wall mounted speaker system with wall mounted dvd/vcr . 729/723 presentation remotes with laser pointers. 721 Printer for wheel alignment machine Facilities 723 

Remove smart board and Install 15'wide x 6' white board above outlets 723/729 Classroom chairs for both rooms(40 total)Roller with vinyl seats adjustable height to fit current tables. -See chairs in 

room 721a- 729 Fasten/Tape current whiteboard. Was never completed on instal. 721 Remote openers for shop doors (1 remote controlling both doors) 721 Install lower sink sheild (was never 

reinstalled after work was done on sink) 721 Repair floor exhaust vents in shop 721 East walk-in door sill plate is loose 729/723 Install energy efficiant 3" overhead doors 721 Hall walk in door 

latch/lock is operating loosly and striker is loose 721 Identification on overhead door (number, department or other identifier) 721 1 9000# overhead hoist - Start replacement cycle for hoists.
Facilities/Technology

Jennifer Sundberg TRF Request 1,600 for software renewal for Digital TV software for college signage.TRF (2-players) Technology

jennifer Sundberg EGF Request 800 for software renewal for Digital TV Software for college signage-EGF (1 player) Technology

Scott C.Fletcher Office Area TRF With the current UAS operations and projected enrollment rate with in the next year i see possible 5 new offices ot cubicles opening up. Facilities

Cindy Cedergren Maintenance -Storage TRF
Just a suggestion that "red tagged" items that employees no longer want, be located in a certain area (storage room) and employees are notified of such a place. Maybe the space exists, but I don't 

recall ever being told where that is. No cost involved, just a method of promoting sharing surplus supplies instead of buying new supplies. Facilities


